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Preface

This document is an expanded summary of a 30 minute review talk,

originally entitled "Bow Shock and Magnetopause Formation", presented at the

Conference on Planetary Plasma Environments: A Comparative View at Yosemite,
California, on January 30 -February 3t 1984. This version is considerably
extended.generally in detail of discussion. It contains a highly selective
number of topics presented with the intention of giving a broad overview of

what is presently known.: Figures 18, 20, and 22, not presented in the talk,
have been added for completeness.

Not all of the references listed at the end of the document are cited in

the text. Some were included simply to add to the usefulness and completeness
of the list. For the sake of readability, no references appear in the
Introduction.



Introduction 1_: ;-•

Measurements'in-the plasma and magnetic field 'environments" of all the
ptanets from-rMercuryrto .Saturn have been:made-by U.S. ,ancl:: U:;:S.:S.;R;: spacecraft

over, .tthe.:last ,2-.-172-decades;-.. From these observations we~: know that all 'of '
these>:planets;.possess; bow ishocks ,and almost .all possess.; Mnagnetopauses. ; •'--
Since .Venus: does..not hav.e a measurable .intrinsic magnetic,- field, < the* solar^
wind interacts directly,, .with- Venus' ionosphere. Venus.;may: thus, .prove, to .be, .

the .only 'planet.-in-«the 'entire .solar system without 'a raagnetopausey making it

the interesting exception, although at present Mars still remains a

controversial case. Other solar system bodies of interest which are

continuously or transiently immersed in the solar wind include the terrestrial

Moon, Saturn's satellite, Titan, and of course comets. • Since our Moon has
neither a global intrinsic magnetic field nor an atmosphere, and therefore is

capable of totally absorbing the impinging solar wind, it possesses neither.a
bow shock nor a magnetopause. Titan experiences various plasma interactions

depending on its location at a given time (solar wind, magnetosheath or

magnetosphere of Saturn), but when in the solar wind, the interaction is

Venus-like. It is very unlikely that a comet could possess a conventional

magnetopause, since it is unlikely that a dirty, usually outgassing (at least

within several AU of the sun), snowball is capable of maintaining an intrinsic

field; it may or may not have a bow shock depending on its ability to absorb
the solar wind.

The characteristics of bow shocks of planets depend strongly on the
ever-changing solar wind conditions and not as much on the properties of the

obstacles themselves; they have approximately spherical sunward profiles
independent of whether they are ionospheres, magnetospheres or induced

magnetospheres. However, Jupiter's magnetosphere is so severely distorted
(out of spherical shape) by internal plasma that it is perhaps an exception to

this, in that its bow shock, as well as its magnetopause, apparently has a
different shape in meridian plane projection from that in the ecliptic

projection, the latter being probably blunter. With this one exception, the
study of planetary bow shocks is a study of the solar wind. For example, the
strength of the shock is determined by upstream magnetic field, temperature,
velocity, and density conditions, and even the fundamental character of the



shock (perpendicular, oblique, pulsation) varies in local time from dawn to

dusk, depending on the direction of the upstream magnetic field. The profiles

of planetary bow shocks are usually well represented by hyperbolas which would

not be the case if the obstacles-tc—flow were sharp-nosed. Magnetopauses,

being current sheets, are very different from bow shocks: while they also

depend strongly on solar wind conditions, they tell much more about the

obstacle.

The shape of a magnetopause or of any obstacle-to-flow will depend

crucially on the detailed 3-dimensional pressure profile that it presents to

the solar wind. Of the planets already visited apparently only Mercury,

Earth, and Saturn depend almost exclusively on the planet's intrinsic magnetic

field for standing off the solar wind. In these cases the stagnation point

distance Rsp (the planetocentric distance of the magnetopause along the

sun-planet line) is well-determined by the solar wind dynamic pressure balance

with the planet's nearly dipolar field, yielding:

M2

Rop - (~p)1/6, (D
SP NV2

where M is the planet's dipole moment, N is the solar wind proton density, and

V is the solar wind speed. Those planets not possessing a measurable magnetic

field, or having a weak field (Mars) , are expected to have a small Rsp in

terms of body radii. See Table 1 for a comparison of Rsp, M, and body size

for the various "planets". Jupiter is not only unusual with regard to its

size, field strength and obstacle size (Ron) but also because of the
on

considerable amount of plasma contained in its magnetosphere which causes its

magnetopause boundary to be much more flimsy than that of Mercury, Earth, or

Saturn. Magnetopause boundaries in ecliptic plane projection have been

modeled by segments of ellipses, matched appropriately to straight lines for

the magnetotail boundaries, or by parabolas, but the latter give a rather poor

match to tail boundaries.

The remainder of this document, consisting of 22 figures and (for most)

extended captions, will review some of the specific properties of known

planetary bow shocks and magnetopauses.



Table 1

"Planet" Body Magnetic

Radius (R Q ) Moment, M
o

(103 km)

Mercury 2. 44

Venus 6. 05

Earth 6.38

(Moon) 1.74

Mars 3.39

Jupiter 71.37

Saturn 60.33

, (Titan) 2.57

(Comet) ^0.001

(G CM3)

(3-5) x1022

< 4x1 O21

8x1 O25

< 1 x 1019

< 2.5x1022

v/1

1.6X1030

4.3x1028

< 5x1 O21

0 ?

(RB) (103 km) Type*

1.5±0.2 3.7±0.5 MP

^•1.04 ^6.3 IP

11 70 MP

NA NA SB

1.2510.1 4.2510.3 MP/IP?

80 6,000 MP

22 1,300 MP

./•1 ./• 2.6 IP

0. 001 -1 0 CS

* Type of Obstacle Boundary: MP = magnetopause, SB = surface of body, IP =

ionopause, CS = contact surface

+ Stagnation Point Distance (R<, p ) is planetocentric and is based on an average

of observations or on a model estimate

Figure 1 Here we present an outline of the topics discussed in the review.



COMPARATIVE BOW SHOCKS AND MAGNETOPAUSES

• INTRODUCTION: S.W. INTERACTION
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Figure 2 When the solar wind impinges on the approximately dipolar magnetic

•field of a magnetic planet the field lines of the planet are
stretched out in the anti-solarward direction, possibly thousands of

R_ (Earth radii = 6378 km) in the earth's case. The boundary of this

obstacle to solar wind flow is called a magnetopause (MP), which is
to a first approximation impermeable to the solar wind. Within the

MP is the magnetosphere. There is some plasma entry into the

magnetosphere, directly through the MP and via the polar cusp (PC),

forming plasma boundary layers, shown in the figure as: the high
latitude plasma mantle ( P M ) , the front-side entry layer (EL) , and
(not shown) the low latitude boundary layer along the extended MP.
There is also (not shown) boundary layer plasma just above and below

the plasma sheet (PS) in the magnetotail. Since the solar wind is>
supersonic and usually superalfvenic, an upstream bow shock is

formed. The MP is either a tangential discontinuity or a rotational
discontinuity depending on circumstances (outside the scope of this

talk) and is supported by a current system, which is shown modeled in

the next figure (Olson, 1982).



SOLAR
WIND

KEY:

EL - ENTRY LAYER

MP - MAGNETOPAUSE

PC - POLAR CUSP

PM - PLASMA MANTLE

PS - PLASMA SHEET

(PASCHMANN, 1979)

FIGURE 2



Figure 3 The right-hand side of the figure shows sketches of current systems

which approximate those formed by the interaction of the solar wind

with Earth's magnetic field (Olson, 1982). The top sketch shows the

front side MP currents which flow eastward near the subsolar region

and extend tailward near the flanks. Notice the dimple around the

polar cusp. The bottom current system represents those associated

with the magnetotail; these currents flow from dawn to dusk across

the so-called neutral sheet (NS) and are diverted northward over the

top lobe and sourthward around the bottom lobe, on the dusk side, in

a nearly cyclindrical geometry. For completeness we show (center

sketch) the ring current system which encircles Earth at a distance

less than that of the front side MP currents, i.e., inside the

magnetosphere. The sum of the magnetic fields resulting from these

current systems should well approximate the net field due to the

solar wind interaction, and that field added to the intrinsic field

of the planet constitutes the total field of the magnetosphere.

On the left is shown a wire current loop model (Olson and Pfitzer,

1977) which represents an attempt to approximate the sum of the

current systems shown on the right side of the figure.

[At this point Table 1 in the extended abstract (now in the

Introduction) was discussed to give an overview of obstacle sizes,

and type of obstacle boundary; the symbols under type are defined in

the footnote to the table. Obviously the magnetic planets with the

strongest dipole moments provide the largest obstacle sizes; this is

dramatized in the next figure.]



WIRE C U R R E N T LOOP MODEL

zs

(OLSON AND PFITZER, 1977)

FIGURE 3

(OLSEN,



Figure 4 Shown is the stagnation point distance (R s p) , i.e., the

planetoeentrie subsolar point distance, of the boundary of the

various obstacles in the solar system. Notice that most of the known

obstacle sizes cluster around an Rgp of 4,000 km. The Rsp for comets

is not really known, but estimates put it in the range of ^ 1 km to

104 km (Wilkening, 1982). Rsp for earth is significantly larger than

that for the other terrestrial planets, and the known Rsp for the two

giant planets, Jupiter and Saturn, dwarfs those of the terrestrial

planets.
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Figure 5 We show this figure for a dual purpose: to describe possible solar

Wind comet interactions and to remind the reader of the occurrence of

solar wind interactions in the solar system other than the earth-like

one, i.e., one with an intrinsic magnetic field. At the top we show

a lunar type of interaction of the solar wind with a nonmagnetic

absorbing sphere (with an added tenuous atmosphere or without). This

is a weak cometary interaction, implying small gas production as is

usually characteristic of short period comets, or even of large

comets at large distances from the sun. The middle sketch shows a

solar wind Venus type of interaction in which the

atmosphere/ionosphere is sufficiently dense to deflect the solar wind

and create an upstream bow shock. (The interaction of the solar wind

with Titan should resemble this case.) The obstacle in this case

marginally stands off the solar wind, and a thick sheath is formed.

However, an important difference between the Venus-like cometary

interaction and the actual solar wind-Venus interaction is that

gravity is important in the latter but negligible for a cometary

interaction with the solar wind. The bottom example, a "solar wind

type" according to Ip and Axford (1982), is a strong interaction in

which the solar wind- interacts with a comet that has a sufficiently

large gas production rate such that the outflowing gas attains a

supersonic speed, forming an inner shock as well as the outer bow

shock (Wallis and Dryer, 1976); this will be described more fully in

the next figure. Halley's comet in the vicinity of the sun (say at s

UU) may be an example of such a case. Ip and Axford (1982) suggest

the possibility that some comets, those capable of large outgassing

near the sun, evolve through these three stages, "lunar", "Venus" and

"solar wind", as they travel from the far reaches of the solar system

to the vicinity of the sun. This idea is somewhat controversial and,

in fact, Ip (private communication, 1984) now expresses doubts about

it.



Lunar type

POSSIBLE S.W. - COMET INTERACTIONS

(IP AND IXFORD, 1982)

Venus type
BOW SHOCK

i
i

Solar wind type BOW SHOCK

.SONIC LINE

(WALLIS AND DRYER, 1976)

FIGURE 5



Figure 6 Here we briefly give a little more detail on the third type of comet
interaction, as modeled by Wallis and Dryer (1976). First, it is
assumed that the magnitude of the intrinsic or induced magnetic field
of the comet is zero or negligible. As the comet approaches the sun
and is heated, gas escapes, creating an envelope of subsonic source
flow ( A ) , and as the gas expands it goes supersonic (B) and passes
through a boundary (A) where it becomes collision free. Also the gas
becomes ionized, primarily by solar EUV, throughout region B. At the
other extreme the solar wind (the exterior plasma) impinges on the
cornstary plasma and goes from supersonic to subsonic (C2), and
therefore an upstream bow shock is formed, as shown in the figure.
Likewise, the (interior) plasma of the comet environment goes from
supersonic to subsonic (CD creating an inner shock, as the figure
also shows. The surface which separates the interior and exterior
plasmas, i.e., the obstacle to solar wind flow, is expected to be
initially a tangential discontinuity (TD), relaxing downstream to a
contact discontinuity (D.A. Mendis, private communication, 1984); see
the dashed MP-shaped surface in the figure. The expansion of the gas
of the comet to a supersonic state is analogous to the same process
of the solar wind near the sun, except that the sun's gravitational
pull is replaced by the frictional drag of cometary dust particles in
going from the solar process to the cometary one, according to
Mendis.



POSSIBLE S.VK COMET INTERACTION
Bow Shock

Sonic Line /

SOLAR WIND
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(WALLIS AND DRYER, 1976)
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FIGURE 6



Figure 7 We now return to the interaction boundaries of the planets, starting
with Mercury. Mariner 10 encountered Mercury three times over the
years 1974-75, but we consider only the first (I) and third (III)

encounters, because during the second encounter the spacecraft passed

far in front of the planet, making that pass apparently useless for
raagnetospheric studies. In this figure we show the trajectory of

Mariner 10 near Mercury in cylindrical coordinates for a 5° westward

aberration (assuming solar wind [S.W.] flow radial) on the left side

and for no aberration (assuming S.W. 5° from the east). Times in

hours and minutes are marked on the trajectories, with pass I

occurring on 29 March 1974, and pass III on 16 March 1975. The range
of bow shock and magnetopause crossings are indicated on the figure.

Shown also are the well-known Fairfield (1971) models for average bow
shock and MP positions for earth's case scaled down to the size of
Mercury's magnetosphere. Probably the No aberration case fits the

model boundaries better than the 5° aberration case. The model MP ' s

indicate that a planetocentric stagnation point distance of 1.45 RM

(radius of Mercury = 2435 km) is appropriate for these passes. Using

the 1/6-th power law, given in the Introduction (Choe et al., 1973)•
along with R_0 = 1.45 Ru, suggests a planetary dipole moment of 5.6 x

22 ^10 G cm-*, which agrees well (i.e., to within 10-20J) with the early
harmonic expansion fits to the magnetospheric magnetic field data

(Ness, 1976; Lepping et al., 1979); also see Table 1. One last
remark: instead of the model bow shock fit shown here possibly a

slightly blunter one would have fit better. This is consistent with

the fact that blunter bow shock shapes are expected as the Alfv€n

roach number ( M . ) is lowered (Rizzi, 1971), and for Mercury's distance
from the sun M. is * 4 *•*• 6 typically, and for earth it is typically

A »

7 «••»• 9. We will discuss this point further when the work of Spreiter

and Rizzi (Figure 12) is discussed.



MARINER 10 AT MERCURY, 197M - 75

.2220U.T.

D',

2255

2025U.T.
x
OW SHOCK
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1.45

NO ABERRATION
(S.W. 5° FROM EAST )

FAIRFIELD.I97I)
AVERAGE

POSITIONS

MAGNETOPAUSE

-3

(LEPPING ET AL., 1979)

FIGURE 7



Figure 8 This and the next three figures deal with the work of Slavin and

Holzer (1981). They have shown that a simple three parameter conic
fit can satisfy observations for the bow shocks of the terrestrial

planets where the form of the equation (2nd order polynomial) is

shown in the figure, and where L is the semi-latus rectum, e is the

ellipticity, and X' is the position of the focus. The equation is
restricted to the region X1 > -ROBt the obstacle radius, and the
prime on X means that a transformation was carried out to a

coordinate system in which aberration due to planetary motion
approximately perpendicular to the solar wind flow direction has been

removed. Slavin and Holzer perform "best-fits" of this equation to

the frontside regions of the gas dynamic bow shock models of Spreiter

et al., (1966) and Spreiter and Stahara (1980) for the earth's and
Venus' cases, where the figure in the upper right hand corner shows

the fits, and the points denoted by (+) were selected from the
gasdynamic models used in the fits, all in cylindrical coordinates.

The models were carried out for M0 = 8 and y = 5/3 as shown, and the
o

resulting three fit parameters are also displayed. Notice that
Earth's bow shock is blunter than Venus' as indicated by the
difference in the L's primarily. Also notice the difference in the

focus positions: 0.25 Rno for Earth and 0.45 Rr>n for Venus. Nowuo UD
compare these model fits with similar conic fits made to actual data.
The upper left hand corner shows the Venus bow shock crossings from

Venera 9 and 10 (1975-6) data and the best fit curve and related
parameters; N is the number of points used in the fit. First we

notice that all fit parameters more closely match the earth's
gasdynamic model than Venus'; in particular, L (1.95 RV) is much
larger than predicted (1.45 Ron t where R^ for Venus is not

Uo Uo

significantly larger than 1 R y ) . Also notice that the bow shock sub-
solar point is A £ 1/4 RV, not 1/2 RV as had been predicted earlier.

C.T. Russell (private communication, 1983) ascribes these effects to

the fact that more S.W. is absorbed by Venus' atmosphere by charge

exchange processes between the S.W. and the ionosphere than had been
expected earlier. The figure in the bottom left shows the conic fit

to Mars' bow shock observation based on the Soviet "Mars" spacecraft.

Notice the similarities between the Venus and Mars fits for L and e



VENUS BOW SHOCK

VEUERA 98tO(!975-6J

N = 48
X0=0.2RV
f =0.89
L = 1.95 Rv

+ 2-D Normal RMS =0.13 Rv

-1

A = 1/4 R

-T 4
</>

MARS Bow SHOCK i +

A Mors 2 f»97(-2)
-t- Mars 3 (1971-2)
a Mars 5 (1974)

sS
' 2 N = 14

X0=*0.5RMS

f =0.94
L = I^4RMS

2-D'Normal RMS = 0,15 RMS

-1

1.15

(SLAVIN AND HOLZER, 1982)
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(SPREITER ET AL., 1966)
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~
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X£ IS FOCUS

AND PRIMED SYSTEM DENOTES ABERRATION

IS ACCOUNTED FOR.

(SLAVIN AND HOLZER, 1981)

FIGURE 8



but the significant difference in the values for X^: 0.2 RV vs. 0.5
R.,s. This is indicative of a larger R__ for Mars than Venus, with

respect to RQB, according to the authors. They interpret the
obstacle for Mars in terras of an intrinsic field. In this regard we

show their estimate of Mars' MP position and shape on this figure as

a dashed curve (Slavin and Holzer, 1982).

A final point: in each of the conic fits e was less than one

indicating (a portion of) an ellipse, which has been used commonly in

the past for fitting MP's! However, the authors point out that if

downstream data (i.e., X1 < -ROD) had been included in the bow shock
(JO

fits the resulting curves would be hyperboloids, also commonly used

in the past for bow shocks.

Figure 9 Here Slavin and Holzer (1981) compare shapes and sizes of the bow
shocks for the terrestrial planets in cylindrical coordinates. First
we should point out, as briefly discussed in the Introduction, that a

bow shock's shape is dependent on the shape of the obstacle to flow

(more on this in Figure 13) and on upstream conditions, via MS and

M.. Since the obstacles provided by Earth, Venus, and Mars are to a

good approximation spherical, the differences in their bow shock
shapes tell us something about differences in upstream conditions at

their locations in the S.W. In the upper figure the conic model
curves are plotted so that they share a common subsolar point - to

compare shapes. This shows that Earth's bow shock is most blunt and
Mars' bow shock least blunt; this will be discussed below (Figure

13). We point out however that the error-bars for the models of
Venus' bow shock and those of its neighbors show considerable

overlap. The bottom figure compares the sizes of the terrestrial bow

shocks by plotting them in terms of planetary radii, Rp, where all

were scaled to that value of solar wind dynamic pressure (shown in

parentheses in the figure) which holds for Mars' case adjusted to

1AU. This figure is somewhat reminiscent of Figure 4.



BOW SHOCKS OF THE
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

-1

EARTH
MERCURY^

15 10

X' (Rp) Rp - PLANETARY RADIUS

(SCALED TO Psw =3.5x10'8dynes/cm2 at 1 AU)

(SLAVIN AND HOLZER, 1981)

FIGURE 9



Figure 10 Slavin and Holzer (1981) also discuss the cross-sectional shapes of
the bow shocks of earth and Venus in the terminator plane. It was
suggested by Cloutier (1976) and others that a bow shock may be oval
in cross-section, with the oval's long axis perpendicular to the
direction of §(IMF) projected into the cross-sectional plane. The
prediction was based on the expected anisotropic propagation of the
shock wave with respect to the upstream 5. In the top of Figure 10
the location of Venus' bow shock (for N=17 crosssings) from the work
of Romanov et al. (1978) based on data from Veneras 9 and 10 is shown
as a dashed curve; Y" is aligned with the projected B(IMF), and
aberration due to planetary motion has been removed in this system.
The results appear to confirm Cloutier's prediction. Slavin and
Holzer (1981) reexamined this issue by looking at a large number
(N=172) of Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) bow shock crossings and
obtained an approximately circular cross-sectional shape for Venus'
bow shock, shown by the heavy curve in the figure, indicating that
this shape is apparently independent of B(IMF), which contradicts the
earlier results. (Also see Tatrallyay et al., 1983.) They repeated
this work for Earth's case using IMP-4 data for N=69 crossings, also
shown in the figure (light solid curve), and again obtained an
approximately circular shape.

Since we are discussing cross-sectional shapes of boundaries we take
this opportunity to compare the above results with estimations of the
cross-sectional shape of the HP at earth from two studies. Using
Explorer 33 and 35 MP crossings in the earth's tail at distances of
50 to 70 RE Behannon (1970) determined that the earth's MP at these
distances is on average 23.8 R£ in radius but slightly oval, being
longer along the north-south line than the east-west line; see the
bottom right-hand figure. On the other hand, Scarf et al. (1977)
obtain an approximately circular cross-sectional shape for the
earth's tail at ./• 25 Rc with a hint that the east-west dimension is

«T £,

larger than the north-south one, but there was no data at the
northern or southern extremes; they used data from the IMP-7
spacecraft. Therefore this question appears to remain unanswered.



BOW SHOCKS OF EARTH AND VENUS
MAPPED INTO THE TERMINATOR PLANE

I HP 4
(N-69)I

PVO V9-tO.(H't7)
(Romanov et al.,-WS)

(SLAVIN AND HOLZER, 1981)

EARTH'S TAIL
MAftNETOPAfSE

(BEHANNON, 1970)

(SCARF ET AL. , 1977)

FIGURE 10.



We should point out that all of these results, especially those on
the MP shapes, are influenced (i.e., contaminated) by motions of the

boundaries and probable size changes due to external pressure

changes, since these were all single spacecraft studies.

Figure 11 In this figure we summarize some of the conclusions of Slavin and
Holzer (1981). The parameters L, e, X, X^j, RQB are defined in the
caption of Figure 8, and MMS is the magnetosonic Mach number.



MODELING BOW SHOCK POSITION AND SHAPE:

THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

SLAVIN AND HOLZER (1981) CONCLUSIONS

• BS WELL FIT FOR VENUS, EARTH, AND MARS BY 3 PARAMETER CONIC MODELS:

r = L (1 + e C'OSe)""1, CENTERED AT FOCUS X, AND ABERRATED BY X.

— FOR X > -RQB.

AND e > 1 ALWAYS FOR X < -RQB.

0 EARTH'S BS STAND-OFF DISTANCE, RSS (SCALED BY p V2) AND NEAR-PLANET SHAPE

ORDERED BY M0, NOT MA OR MM_ — IN AGREEMENT WITH GAS DYNAMIC THEORY
o A no

• FOR TYPICAL S.W. CONDITIONS (I.E., NOT LOW MA OR B ) THERE IS NO EAST -WEST

ASYMMETRY IN EARTH'S NEAR BS, AFTER ABERRATION CORRECTION.

1 EARTH'S AND VENUS' BS SHOW NO SIGNIFICANT AXIAL ASYMMETRY IN TERMINATOR

PLANE, I.E., NO SIGNIFICANT IMF DEPENDENCE.

• BLUNTNESS (b) OF BS FOR X > -RnD:UD

MARS: LEAST (ELLIPSOIDAL)

VENUS: INTERMEDIATE (PARABOLOIDAL) L IN RESPONSE TO RESPECTIVE

EARTH: MOST (HYPERBOLOIDAL) _) .BLUNTNESS OF OBSTACLES

WHERE b = 1 - e
2 (VAN DYKE, 1958),

AND ALL HYPERBOLOIDAL FOR DISTANT SHOCK.

FIGURE 11



Figure 12 We wish to develop a point referred to in the caption of Figure 7
about the importance of the Alfven mach number ( M . ) under certain
circumstances, i.e., when M. is small (say <6 or so). Then point no.

2 in Figure 11 is not strictly correct. Spreiter has often (e.g.,

Spreiter, 1976) admonished those who incorrectly combined M. and MS

into M*, as shown in the figure, to form an "effective" mach number

to replace MS for the characteristization of the bow shock close to

the ostacle. Changing Mg does not change the shape of the shock,

only its position, but for a fixed MS and for the upstream flow
direction aligned with B(IMF) as M. gets smaller, as the figure

A

shows, the bow shock gets blunter, i.e., it flares out on the flanks
and gets closer at the sub-solar point. Possibly the ordering of the

bluntness of the three bow shocks shown in Figure 9 is simply due to
the influence of the interplanetary magnetic field. That is, the M A ' S
(upstream) at earth, Venus, and Mars are 5.6, 6.3, and 9.5,
respectively, on average, according to Scarf et al. (1981), which

give results that agree with the ordering in Figure 9 according to

this concept. But, of course, upstream V_w is not usually aligned

with I(IMF). The case for upstream flow perpendicular to B(IMF) has
not yet been computed.
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Figure 13 As we have seen, the shape of the bow shock can be influenced by the
strength of M.. The shape of the obstacle to flow can also help to

determine the shape of the bow shock. Figure 13 shows two extreme
\

cases: those of sharp nose (a) and blunt nose (b) obstacles. (These

are not necessarily cylindrically symmetric obstacles.) In both

cases, according to supersonic aerodynamic theory, the sheath

thickness along the line of symmetry (denoted by A in the bottom part

of the figure) is equal to 0.3 r , where r is the radius of

curvature of the local part of the obstacle exposed directly to the

flow; r is not necessarily dependent on the distance (R<,D) of the
C Or

stagnation point from the planet ( ^r ). The ratio A/<R_p> was

calculated for the Earth's case from Fair field's model (1971) and for

Jupiter's case using observations from Voyager 1 (=0.26) and Voyager

2 (=0.22) from average boundary positions (Lepping et al., 1981).

The overall average for Jupiter then is A/<RSp> = 0.24. These are

shown in the figure. Notice that Earth's case agrees well with

theory implying a blunt obstacle (as we know it is, i.e.,

approximately a sphere). However, 0.24 for Jupiter implies a sharp

nose obstacle. But Jupiter's magnetosphere is known directly from

observations to be blunt-nosed in the ecliptic plane projection.

Therefore, it must be sharp-nosed in the meridian plane projection.

This conclusion is supported by Engle and Beard (1980), who derive a

value of 1.6 for the maximum ratio of the long axis (dEQ; equatorial)

to the short axis (d., 0; north-south) of the oval cross-section of
N-o — —

the MP as projected into the terminator plane of Jupiter. We believe

then that Jupiter's bow shock and MP in the vicinity of the planet

have shapes like a "shark's head," resembling the top part (a) of

Figure 13.
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Figure 14 We have used this idea of a shark1s-head shape of Jupiter's frontside
HP, coupled with that of the rocking motion of the magnetosphere (due
to planetary spin and the angular offset of the planetary magnetic
dipole axis of 9.6°), to explain observed large-scale variations of
5 and 10 hour quasi-periods of the magnetic field and plasma flow in
the dawn magnetosheath (Lepping et al., 1981). The rocking motion of
the MP is portrayed in the figure. These variations were observed by
Pioneer 10 and Voyagers 1 and 2, and were most prominent in the
north-south components of the B-field and the plasma velocity. This
phenomenon was explained as the result of the 5 or 10 hour variation
of interplanetary B-field line draping about the MP, and the
concomitant solar wind plasma flow deviations, controlled by the
periodic wobbling of the shark*s-head MP. This periodic motion of
field lines and plasma in the sheath caused large scale "tailward"
propagating hydromagnetic waves to be generated whose speed with
respect to the spacecraft was the sum of the convecting sheath plasma
speed plus the wave speed in the plasma rest frame which was close to

^

the Alfven speed.
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Figure 15 While we are talking about exotic shapes of MP surfaces, we show

another unusual MP shape, to first order, that of the very large

scale magnetotail of Jupiter as suggested by Lepping et al. (1983)

which they assume extends approximately as far as the maximum length

predicted by Grzedzielski et al. (1981), i.e., «M5 AU. Lepping et

al. predict that the shape should resemble a "string-of-sausages,"

because of the nearly 25-day periodic solar wind total pressure

variation, which, according to Burlaga (1983) takes the form of

non-linear corotating pressure waves at the distances from the sun of

interest here, i.e., over at least the full length of Jupiter's tail.

Between Jupiter and Saturn the tail should typically assume a minimum

diameter <0.6 all and a maximum diameter of -M.5 AU, and if the tail</>
gets pinched off, a possibility suggested by Kurth et al. (1982),

then the diameter would be zero AU, obviously. Lepping et al. also

predict that the cross-section of the tail at any distance from

Jupiter will very likely assume an oval shape (see upper right hand

corner of the figure), because of the anisotropic contribution of the

IMF pressure to the total external pressure exerted on the tail

boundary under the conditions that the IMF possesses its most

probable direction, that of being approximately in the ecliptic plane

and nearly perpendicular to the radial direction (to the sun), and

that the solar wind plasma-B at these distances is smaller than 1,

0.5 being a typical estimate. Michel and Dessler (1970) predicted

such an oval cross-section for Earth's tail which may hold at great

distances from Earth but not near the Earth where 0 is close to 1.
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Figure 16 This figure and the associated work (Siscoe et al., 1980) nicely
demonstrate how much more quickly the subsolar HP and bow shock

boundaries of Jupiter respond to changing solar wind dynamic
p

pressure, pV , than the boundaries of the magnetospheres of the other

known magnetic planets. This characteristic of Jupiter's
magnetosphere is related to the shark's-head shape of the planet's HP
(Figures 13 and 1U) in that both the shape and flimsiness of the
boundary are results of the unusually large amount of plasma in the

2equatorial region of Jupiter's magnetosphere. Siscoe et al. plot nV

against the subsolar distance (R c ) of the planet's bow shock using
o

plasma data from Voyager 1 and 2. They assume that to first order

the MP and bow shock move in unison and therefore, guided by the
5 H

Earth's case, that P«nV =aR ~ for a and b unknown. To find values
for a and b they perform least square regression analyses for the
Voyager 1 and 2 data separately and for the alternate cases of the
right-hand side of the equation as independent variable and
vice-versa. They obtain values of b shown in the bottom-right

portion of the figure, where a correlation coefficient of 0.9 was

typical of all fits. Notice that b clusters around a value of 3

(<b> = 3.4), whereas for Earth it is 6. (See our eq. 1 in the

Introduction.) That is, RS for Jupiter varies in response to

changing solar wind dynamic pressure according to a 1/3-power law,

and therefore Jupiter's front-side boundaries are flimsier than those
of Earth. By taking the derivative of both sides of eq. (J-1) the
authors obtain eq. (J-2), which gives an estimate of the shock speed
in terms of (1/p) dp/dt. They estimate this quantity by using eq.

(J-3)t and for b they use the derived value of 3.

To obtain statistical properties of Vs, i.e., the average value and

typical spread of Vc, they use 40 days of n and V data from Voyager 2
o

(from late December 1978 through early February 1979) for use in eq.
(J-2), and determine that the average speed of the near subsolar bow
shock, as encountered by the Voyager spacecraft, was 55 km/s. They
argue that this high value for the approximate outward speed of the

MP and bow shock may explain the observed sunward flow of plasma in
Jupiter's magnetosheath for about 2 hours on one occasion (late on
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day 60, 1979; Voyager 2 data). The authors state that the effect of

the expanding boundaries "...is like that of a snowplow of

appropriately Olympian dimensions."

Figure 17 We now move on to Saturn and consider some work by Slavin et al.

(1983) on the modeling of the planet's MP. They attempt to least-

squares fit a curve to Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 averages MP

crossings by first scaling the averaged crossing positions according

to an estimate of the solar wind dyanmic pressure, after accounting

for the angle of attack of the solar wind to the boundary, ?MV. The

outbound Voyager 1 crossings were ignored because they occurred

tailward of X1 = -RQB, violating the fit criteria. The form of the

curve chosen for the fit is the same as that (conic) described in

Figure 8 and repeated again in this figure, top right. At the top

left, eq. (S-1) is the specific equation used for obtaining estimates
«

of the solar wind dynamic pressure, P , where v „ was obtained from

minimum variance calculations of the magnetic field at the MP, and

where R.,. is the field strength of the magnetosphere adjacent to theMP *
MP. Eq. (S-2) was used in each case to convert P_u to an estimate of

« &w
a normalized subsolar stagnation distance, R.., by which the scaling

was done. The figure on the left is the result of the fit where the

crossing positions and fitted curve are put in cylindrical

coordinates, [ (Y 1 ) 2 + (Z')2]1 / 2 vs. X1, and where the primes denote

the fact that they are scaled quantities. All points were scaled to
*

the value of ?_„ shown in the figure. The fit-parameter values are

also shown. Notice that e is greater than 1 (1.09) which indicates

that the curve is a hyperbola. This is unusual in that MP's of the

other magnetic planets, in this projection, are well represented by

parabolas or part of ellipses when the regions sunward of the planets

are considered. The range of positions in real space coordinates

(i.e., coordinates in which no pressure scaling was done) for the

outbound Voyager 1 crossings (Bridge et al., 1981 and Ness et al.,

1981) is shown in the figure and denoted V1; recall that these

crossings were ignored in the curve-fitting by Slavin et al. (1983).

No reasonable pressure scaling would put these crossings on the

resulting curve; they would always fall significantly tailward of it.
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Hence, we believe that by ignoring these crossings the resulting

curve became too blunt-nosed (hyperbola). Otherwise the model MP

would have been closer to an earth-like shape (see Figure 18). We

also point out that the actual (real space) range of outbound Voyager

2 MP crossings occurred over the region denoted by V2 (Bridge et al.,

1982). Even after possible scaling of these crossing positions, the
Slavin et al. average position (+) corresponds to the nearest
outbound Voyager 2 crossings. The authors point out that they used
only the nearest outbound Vaoyger 2 crossings, because it was the
common subset of crossings that the plasma and magnetometer teams

reported on (see Ness et al., 1982b). If, however, the unusually

distant outbound Voyager 2 MP crossings were the result of Saturn's

magnetosphere being in Jupiter's distant tail, as suggested by many
studies (e.g., see Behannon et al., 1983t and Desch, 1983), then it

is indeed best to ignore all of them, not just some of them as Slavin
et al. did.

On the right-hand side of Figure 17 we show a figure from Slavin et
al. (1983) which was used to demonstrate the relationship between RM« M

and ?„„ where the internal thermal plasma pressure ( P . . ( i n ) ) was
assumed to be zero. In the figure these quantities are plotted for

the same average crossings positions considered in the left-hand

figure where now obviously no scaling was used. The authors mapped

the averages of the actual crossing positions to the subsolar line
«

and obtained RN for each case which was plotted against PSW,
previously estimated, and the resulting points then were fit to a

straight line in log-log space, yielding

RN = 0.49 (PsV"1'6'1'

This shows that Saturn's front-side MP responds similarly to Earth's

with respect to solar wind dynamic pressure changes, i.e., according

to the 1/6th power law. However, one cannot conversely conclude from

this that the pressure just inside the front-side MP is always purely
p

magnetic (B /8n) in character. Lanzerotti et al. (1983) show that

the g of the plasma at times exceeded 1.0 and often exceeded 0.5



along Voyager 2's inbound trajectory just insider Saturn's MP. They
suggest that by taking this into consideration a modification of the

«
inbound Voyager 2 (RN , Psw>-point in the figure should be made;
actually they estimate a modified range, which is also shown in the

figure. They point out that the straight line fit by Slavin et al.
(1983) is obviously not very sensitive to this change, since the
range lies close to their fitted-line, even though they assumed

P.. ( in) =0. Therefore showing that RM >/• (P,,,,) * for Saturn does
tn N on

not necessarily tell us that B is always low within the
magnetosphere. By comparing Voyager 1 and 2 with respect to this

question, Lanzerotti et al. (1983) conclude that the measured § just

inside the Saturnian MP can be considered to arise principally from

the planetary magnetic field. In the case of a greatly extended
Saturnian MP the B at the boundary may consist of internal
magnetosphere current systems as well.



Figure 18 Using similar techniques Slavin et al. (1983) model Saturn's bow

shock, and they compare the bow shocks and HP's of Saturn and Earth
in terms of obstacle radii (R n n ) , where 1 R_D = 10.3 RC for Earth and

<JD UO t

19.7 RS for Saturn. Again they display the boundaries in cylindrical

coordinates. It appears that the Saturnian bow shock is also

excessively blunt in comparison to Earth's, and undoubtedly this is
due to ignoring the Voyager 1 outbound crossings as well. One might
consider how a Saturnian tail MP boundary having an approximately

cylindrical shape (or, near Saturn, a cone shape of very small
cone-angle) would match the MP shown in this figure. Obviously there

would be a large discontinuous derivative (i.e., dp /dX ' , where p =
[ (Y 1 ) 2 + (Z')2]1 /2) at the connection line (a circle in 3-D) which

is, of course, forbidden. As we see, Earth's case is well behaved,
as expected. The terrestrial bow shock model of Slavin and Holzer

(1981) and the terrestrial MP model of Holzer and Slavin (1978) were

used in the comparisons.
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Figure 19 While Voyager 1 was inbound toward Saturn near the subsolar line the
spacecraft observed five quasi-periodic crossings of the MP

suggesting that surface waves were occurring on the MP (Lepping et

al., 1981). This was consistent with the fact that the solar wind

was exceedingly steady and therefore bulk motion of the MP was not
likely; the apparent distance from the single bow shock to the set of

MP's , based on the spacecraft speed and times of occurrence, matched
within about 20% an estimate of the subsolar magnetosheath thickness

based on inbound and outbound crossings (Ness et al., 1981) implying

a steady solar wind, at least inbound. In the upper left-hand corner

of the figure the ecliptic plane projection of the spacecraft's

trajectory near Saturn is shown. Magnetic field data is plotted in

the figure in terms of the magnitude, B, and the heliographic
longitude, X, and latitude, 6, where X=0° is antisunward and S=90° is
"northward." The bow shock and MP crossings, MP (1 through 5), are
clearly denoted in the figure and large field magnitude variations

are seen in the magnetosheath; these were also briefly discussed by
Lepping et al. (1981). Notice that the MP crossings had in all cases

large angle changes allowing accurate estimation (through field
variance analyses) of the normal to the boundary, which was also

shown to be periodically varying as expected. Knowledge of the time

durations between crossings, the spacecraft vector velocity,

accurately determined normals at each crossing, and simple realistic
assumptions allowed the authors to determine uniquely the basic

characteristics (period, amplitude, wavelength, wave speed, etc.) of
the surface waves. They assumed the waves were due to the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (e.g., see Lee et al., 1981, and
references therein) operating at the boundary and driven primarily by
the much faster internal plasma of the magnetosphere.
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Figure 20 The crossings were used in sets of three (contiguous) for each
calculation, yielding three parameter-set estimates. For example,
this figure shows the results of the last set or case III (crossings:
D3, DU, D5) drawn to scale, where X^ is aligned with the MP, and YMp

is perpendicular to it. The angle XQ = 197° refers to the fact that
the unperturbed MP normal was 197° from the direction toward Saturn,
measured clockwise, as shown at the bottom. As seen, the model
allowed variable wavelength and amplitude over a cycle of the surface
wave. The waves were determined to be moving tailward, approximately
in the equatorial plane.
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Figure 21 Here we tabulate average characteristics of the "tailward" moving
surface waves at Saturn from the analysis described above and compare

them to those at Earth derived by a similar analysis (Lepping and

Burlaga, 1979) also based on Voyager 1 data taken shortly after

launch as the spacecraft left the Earth's dawnside HP. V,. is the
phase speed (or group speed since zero dispersion is assumed) along

the averaged position of the MP, A is the amplitude of the wave, X is
the wavelength, T is the wave period, and d is an estimated MP

thickness. Notice that both the amplitude and wavelength are
approximately an order of magnitude larger at Saturn than at earth

which is perhaps not surprising since the ratio of Saturn's subsolar

point MP distance to Earth's is, on average (as observed), about 20,

i.e., Saturn's magnetosphere is simply much larger (see Table 1 and

Figure M). Interestingly X/A, which is well-determined, especially
for Saturn, agrees nicely for the two planets to within a factor of
about 2. Also interesting is the comparison of MP thicknesses at the

two planets according to this method. Notice dUD is about 10 times
nr

greater at Saturn than at earth. This agrees with the estimate of a
probable ratio of proton gyroradii calculated for the MP at the two

planets, if the B-field dominates the estimates, as expected, i.e.,
BEARTH /BSATURN ^ ^* ^ we see (footnote*), d™ for Earth agrees well
with determinations by Russell and Elphic (1978) from ISEE 1 and 2 MP
crossings.
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SOME FUTURE STUDIES

• M A R ' S OBSTACLE BOUNDARY: N A T U R E AND CHARACTERISTICS

• COMETS: S.W. INTERACTION G E N E R A L L Y (B.S. , CD?, OTHER?)

• HIGH LATITUDE PORTIONS OF BOUNDARIES OF ALL PLANETS

• BS ASYMMETRY

FIGURE 22

Figure 22 In the last figure we suggest some areas which come to mind that are
associated with bow shock and MP studies that are in very serious
need of spacecraft observations and/or further analyses,

especially the first two.
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